Abstract. As an effective model for the two-step spin transition, we study a two-sublattice spin model that takes into account intra-site antiferromagnetic and inter-site ferromagnetic couplings. Due to the competition between these couplings, the temperature dependence of the high spin fraction shows a two-step transition. We perform Monte Carlo (MC) simulations including a photoexcitation term. The MC dynamics of the high spin fraction shows non-linear characteristics such as step-like changes, threshold-like behavior, and phase separation.
Photo-induced phase transition (PIPT) phenomena have been a challenging subject of extensive study in recent years. Their remarkable features are nonlinear characteristics such as step-like changes, threshold-like behavior, incubation period and phase separation. To drive a system to another phase by weak perturbation, like photoirradiation, the system needs to have cooperative interactions. In addition, the complex behavior suggests competitive mechanisms. Thus both cooperative and competitive interactions would be the keys to understand the nature of PIPT.
Organometal spin-crossover complexes are intensively studied in the context of PIPT [1] . Their d electron spin states could be changed between high spin (HS) with S = 2 and low spin (LS) with S = 0 by heat, pressure, magnetic field and light irradiation. Among these complexes, [Fe(2-Pic) 3 ]Cl 2 ·EtOH complex is known for its two-step transition [1] [2] . It has an intermediate spin state between the full LS and HS states. Sasaki and Kambara have investigated the qualitative features of the two-step transition by the cooperative molecular model [3] . They pointed out that the origin of the intermediate spin state comes from two sublattices in the crystal. Recently, the energetics of a similar model has been discussed from the viewpoint of PIPT [4] .
In this report, we study an Ising-like model on two sublattices, which is identical with the cooperative molecular model at the mean-field level. Similar two subllatice models have been studied so far in the mean field approximation [5] . To obtain approximation-free results, the Monte Carlo (MC) technique is employed. We calculate the temperature dependence of the HS fraction to confirm the two-step transition. Also we investigate the MC dynamics of the spin state during the photoirradiation by adding a photoexcitation term to the spin flipping rate.
Here we consider an Ising-like Hamiltonian where J and Jw 2 denote the inter-site interaction, J 0 the intra-site coupling constant, and h the temperature dependent field due to the difference in the degeneracy (g H = 5, g L = 1). The summation over jl is for nearest-neighbor cells. The Ising spin s α j takes 1 (-1) for the HS (LS) state at site α in the j-th unit cell. Since a unit cell has two inequivalent sites and each site takes HS or LS, the system has generally four (LL, LH, HL, and HH) multistable states. Here we note that LH and HL states are energetically degenerate. We use a two-dimensional (D = 2) square lattice of N = L × L unit cells with up to L = 64, and a periodic boundary condition. In the MC simulations, the spin flipping rate at the j-th site (w j ) consists of two terms, w j = w At first, we show the temperature dependence of the HS fraction for W = 0 (Figure 1a) . Since the effective magnetic field h decreases with increasing temperature, the spin state at low (high) temperature is LL (HH). An intermediate spin state emerges between the LL and HH states. This state is a mixture of HL and LH states. Since the inter-site coupling is antiferromagnetic (J 0 > 0), the HL and LH states are locally stabilized at intermediate temperature.
Next, we study the MC dynamics of the spin state during the photoirradiation. Due to the intersite ferromagnetic couplings, each spin state forms a domain structure and domains compete with each other. We have confirmed this phase separation-like behavior by checking snap shots of the spin configuration during the MC simulations. The formation and evolution of domains imply that the system may show nonlinear dynamics. Figure 2b shows the dynamics of the HS fraction for various strengths of photoirradiation. For weak photoirradiation (W < 0.08), a full spin transition (LL → HH) does not take place, even though it reaches the intermediate state. For W = 0.01, an incubation period (<200 MC sweeps) appears. With sufficiently large W, the system is finally driven to the HH state. However its change is not gradual or smooth, but it shows step-like increment especially for W = 0.08. This nonlinear behavior is due to the competition between the intra-and inter-site couplings.
In summary, we have studied the two-sublattice spin model for the two-step transition, which has four multistable states (LL, LH, HL, and HH). Due to the competition between the intra-and intersite couplings, the temperature dependence of the HS fraction shows the two-step transition. The MC dynamics of the high spin fraction shows non-linear characteristics such as step-like changes, thresholdlike behavior, and phase separation.
